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WELCOME! Thank
you for joining us.
Please complete
the front half of
your survey.

Erikson Intitute’s New Schools Project’s
Working Definitions of Rigor and DAP
Presentation UPLOADED TO: www.sarahedennis.com
Rigor =
* Intentional, Purposeful Teaching
* High Expectations and Support for the Quality and Depth of Thinking
Developmental =
* Foundational Learning in Content Areas
* Well-Rounded Learning, Integrating Social and Emotional Learning
* Activity Settings Matched to Development
What Rigor Is

What Rigor Is Not

- How teaching is carried out:
with depth and care

- Imposing severity and removing joy
from learning

- Expecting children to learn and think
at high levels

- Increasing the quantity of content
that children are expected to learn

- Coupling high expectations with
meaningful support

- Requiring young children to look like
they are learning in ways more suited
to older children

- Helping children develop the capacity
to understand content that is complex,
challenging, and sometimes ambiguous
- Creating a thinking culture for all
teachers and children, while valuing each
one’s individual pattern of development

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES:
Talking, Drawing, Writing: Lessons for Our Youngest Writers by Horn and Mary Ellen Giacobbe ($20)
Already Ready: Nurturing Writers in Preschool and Kindergarten by Katie Wood Ray $24 (PreK-K)
About the Authors: Writing Workshop with Our Youngest Writers by Katie Wood Ray $27.31 (K-1st)
In Pictures and in Words: Teaching the Qualities of Good Writing Through Illustration Study by Ray
$22.33 (PreK-1st)
One to One: The Art of Conferring with Young Writers by Lucy Calkins (used on Amazon from $7)

Writing Workshop
Workshops are characterized by
• students spending large amount of times working independently and
increasing stamina for independent work….more time doing
• students working on individual goals
• students collaborating with peers and the teacher to support individual and
group goals….We are all working on writing more details about our
narratives and I’m also working on re‐reading my story to check that all the
words are included.
• teachers spending less time telling/presenting and more time modeling,
guiding and coaching students
Structure &
Time
MINI‐LESSON
(5‐10 minutes)

Workshop Model
Purpose
‐teach children something
‐targeted on learners needs
‐may include modeled, shared or interactive writing

WRITING TIME
(20‐35 minutes)

children
‐practice and refine skills
‐use writing process to compose texts
‐discuss writing with a peer
‐use books as resources
teacher
‐confers with individual students
‐meets with small groups

SHARE TIME
(10‐20 minutes)

‐children share work
‐class discusses work , giving feedback that helps
individual writers and the group to reflect on writing
‐celebrate writing

The Writing Process
Stage

prewriting/
brainstorming

planning

writing

revising

editing

publishing
and sharing

Teacher thinks aloud and models…
• Exploring memories and topics for
writing
• Focusing on a small moment
• Questioning (wonderings)
• Visualizing (creating sensory images)
• Having a purpose for writing
• Steps in the inquiry process for genre
study
Planning for writing:
• Talking
• Drawing pictures
• Making lists, web, etc.
• Using the plan to compose sentences
• Rereading while writing
• Asking:
o Am I saying what I want to
say?
o Is my meaning clear?
o Do I like how this sounds?
Revising for a purpose (determined by
student need) which may include…
• Adding ideas or words
• change the beginning or ending
• add a section, delete a part
• change the order
• change the point of view
• change the tone
• change the tense
• Editing for spacing, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling to meet
audience expectations
•
•

Writers speak clearly, make eye
contact, and attend to their body
language
Writers celebrate their work by
reflecting on their work

Students engage in…….
• Thinking
• Remembering
• Talking
• Making connections
• Having a purpose for writing (genre)

Planning for writing:
• Talking
• Drawing pictures
• Making lists, webs, etc.
• Using their plan to write
• Rereading as they write
• Asking:
o Am I saying what I want to
say?
o Is my meaning clear?
o Do I like how this sounds?
• Rereading their writing
• Reading their writing to a friend
• Listening to questions or suggestions
• Deciding whether to:
o Add ideas or words
o Delete
o Change their writing
• Making sure writing makes sense
•

•
•
•

Editing for spacing, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling to meet
audience expectations (alone and
with peer)
Present the published text using
effective public speaking skills
writers celebrate their work by
reflecting
Giving a copy of the text to the
intended audience

“We don’t want to teach our students the writing process; rather, we want each one of them to find a
process that works for him or her. This process will inevitably differ from student to student” (Fletcher &
Portalupi, 2001, p. 62).
Fletcher, R. J., & Portalupi, J. (2001). Writing workshop: the essential guide. Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann.

Units of Study 2012‐2013
K‐3rd grade
Units
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

K
Building a
community of
readers and
writers
personal
narratives
(narrative)
personal
narratives
(narrative)
pattern books
(narrative)
procedural –
how to books
(informational)
writing what we
know about
(informational)
writing opinions
about texts
(persuasive)
books in science
(informational)

1st
personal
narratives
(narrative)

2nd
fairy tales
(narrative)

3rd
folktales
(narrative)

personal
narratives
(narrative)
writing opinions
about texts
(persuasive)
procedural –
how to books
(informational)
books about
science
(informational)
writing for
change
(persuasive)
research project
(informational)

animal fiction
(narrative)
writing opinions
about texts
(persuasive)
writing about
science
(informational)
personal
narrative
(narrative)
writing for
change
(persuasive)
research project
(informational)

myths and
legends
(narrative)
unit of study in
social studies
(informational)
personal
narrative
(narrative)
writing opinions
about texts
(persuasive)
writing for
change
(persuasive)
research project
(Informational)

realistic fiction
(narrative)

independent
research project
(Informational)

independent
research project
(Informational)

Kind.

MEMOIR
Simple Memoir:
Personal Narrative

NONFICTION
Literary
Nonfiction: Class
Book
Literary
Nonfiction: Class
or Individual Book

MISC
Counting/ABC/ or
Pattern Books

Free-Verse

Simple Memoir:
Personal Narrative

Couplet, Haiku

Simple Memoir:
Personal Narrative

Literary
Nonfiction:
Individual Book
Literary
Nonfiction: Feature
Article
Literary
Nonfiction:
Brochure
Literary
Nonfiction: Web
Page or Wiki

Free-Verse,
Cinquain or
Diamante
Haiku, Ode

Memoir: Slice of Life

Limerick, Freeverse

Reflective Memoir

Free-Verse

Reflective Memoir:
Slice of Life

Free-Verse, Ballad
or Sonnet

Reflective Memoir

Ode, Parody

Reflective Memoir

Memoir

8th

7th

6th

5th

4th

3rd

2nd

1st

Poetry
Free-Verse

MISC
Friendly
Correspondence
(letters, notes, cards,
invitations, emails)

Teacher Choice
Procedural How-To, Lists

Reviews

Folk Tale or Fairy
Tale

Persuasive
Letters/Petitions

Realistic Short Story

Reviews

Fable, Tall Tale or
Legend

Friendly Correspondence
(letters, notes, cards,
invitations, emails)
Friendly Correspondence,
Procedural How-To,
Expository Nonfiction
Expository Nonfiction,
Biography

Expository
Nonfiction

Persuasive Essay or
Commentary

Literary
Nonfiction: List
Articles

Persuasive Essay,
Commentary,
Letter, Commercial

Myths

Literary
Nonfiction: Article
Based on
Interviews
Expository
Nonfiction:
Science Fair
Report

Persuasive
Essay/Political
Cartoon

Historical Short
Story

Procedural How-To

Persuasive Editorial Hybrid Text
or Commentary

Counting/ABC or Pattern
Books

Biography,
Myth or Legend
ABC Books
Folk, Fairy or Tall Tale
Business Letters, Reviews,
Expository Nonfiction,
Literary Nonfiction:
Feature Article
Monologue Contest,
Expository Nonfiction:
Compare/Contrast, Animal
Fantasy: Children’s book
Speeches, Informative
How-To, Oral History

beginning with

days

PreK

Sept 4 Labor Day
Sept 10
Sept 17
Sept 24
Oct 1
Oct 8
Oct 15
Oct 22
Oct 29 (PD day)

4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4

A: Things
Writers Make
+ How we
Make them in
Our Room
(Making
illustration
books)

QUARTER 1
Nov 5
Nov 13 Veteran’s
Nov 19 (Thanksg
Nov 26
Dec 3
Dec 10
Dec 17
Jan 7
Jan 14
Jan 22
(MLK)
QUARTER 2
Jan 28
Feb 4
Feb 11 Lincoln’s
Feb 19 Presidents
Feb 25
March 4
March 11
March 18
March 25
PD

43
5
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
45
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
4

QUARTER 3
April 8
April 15
April 22
April 29
May 6
May 13
May 20
May 28 Mem. D
June 5
June 10

42
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5

QUARTER 4

49

Kind

-Launching
-ABC books
(labeling)
-Persuasive 1
(election)
-Poetry (Name
acrostic &
autobiographical)

B: Where
Writers Get
Ideas
J: Poetry

-Persuasive 2
(favorite
stories, authors,
illustrators)

1st

*Launching
workshop

2nd

Making
books

3rd

- “No Excuses”
- Making Books

Making
Books
(Informational
Small
Moments
(Memoir)

Poetry

Informational
(autobiographies &
Biographies)

Narrative
(Author
study)

- Persuasive
writing around
FUN/KID
FRIENDLY
water topics
Memoirs
(Lucy Calkins:
Personal
Narrative)

-Talking/
Drawing
-Narrative
(small
moments)
TBPK:
Finding Writing
Mentors
(author study)
PFA:
H-Literary
Nonfiction
F- How to Make
Illustrations
work better with
written text

-Persuasive 3
(transition to
animal unit “__
is my fav animal
b/c ___”)

BOTH:: HLiterary
Nonfiction
TBPK: F-How
to make
illustrations
work better with
written text
PFA: A-Things
writers make
(lift-flap book)
Persuasion:
Why you should
you visit...
country)? And
Why should you
see ...movie? or
recommend bk?

-Narrative
(beginning/
middle/end)

-Animal
research/informa
tional texts

Realistic
Fiction

Persuasive
(Pets whole
group)
(Should we
have pets?)

Book Reviews
(Opinion)

Independent
Restaurant
review

--Animal fiction
(if time Animal
poems)

Informational

(Creepycrawly
insects)

-All About
India
Persuasive

INFORMA
TIONAL
Native
American
Unit

Writing About
Reading
Informational/Ani
mal Research
(Opinion: Should
There be Zoos?)

Unit 1
Kind Launching the Writing
Workshop
1st
Small Moments: Writing with
Focus, Detail and Dialogue
2nd
Lessons from the Masters:
Improving Narrative Writing
3rd
Crafting True Stories

Unit 2
Writing for Readers

4th

Boxes and Bullets: Personal
and Persuasive Essays
The Lens of History:
Research Reports

5th

The Arc of Story: Writing
Realistic Fiction
Narrative Craft

NARRATIVE: purple
INFORMATIONAL: blue
OPINION: yellow

Nonfiction Chapter Books
Lab Reports and Science
Books
The Art of Information
Writing

Unit 3
How-To Books: Writing
to Teach Others
Writing Reviews

Unit 4
Persuasive Writing of All Kinds:
Using Words to Make a Change
From Scenes to Series:
Writing Fiction
Writing About Reading
Poetry: Big Thoughts
in Small Packages
Changing the World:
Once Upon A Time:
Persuasive Speeches,
Adapting and Writing
Petitions, and Editorials
Fairy Tales
Bringing History to Life
The Literary Essay:
Writing About Fiction
Shaping Texts: From Essay The Research-Based
and Narrative to Memoir
Argument Essay

Why Bookmaking Makes Sense for the Youngest Writers (Form 2)*
Making books…
- Is developmentally appropriate. Young children love to make things, and they bring an easy sense
of play to making things that is critical to development. The verb make, as in “let’s make books,” is
a much more developmentally inclusive verb than write for young children as it hints at all the
things one might do to make a book.
- Helps children do bigger work and develop stamina for writing. Learning to face down blank
pages and a ticking clock is the central reality of a writer’s work, and bookmaking creates a
developmentally appropriate context in which children come to understand this kind of work.
Multiple pages invite children to stay with writing for longer stretches of time, and staying with it
builds stamina.
- Helps children live like writers when they aren’t writing. The only work some children know in
school is work that is always quickly finished. These children never experience the creative urgency
that comes from leaving something unfinished, knowing they’ll return to work on it later. To learn
what it’s like for a project to “live on” in their thinking, even when they’re not working on it,
children need to engage in work that lasts for more than one day, more than one sitting.
- Makes the “reading like writers” connection so clear. Young children are surrounded by picture
books at school, so it makes sense that their writing should match the kind of texts they know best.
And when they see themselves as people who make picture books too, people just like Donald
Crews and Marla Frazee, young children notice and pick up all kinds of ideas for writing and
illustrating from the books adults read to them.
- Helps children begin to understand composition and decision making. Making a book from start
to finish is a process of constant decision making. What will I write about? What should come first?
How should I draw it? Does this look the way I want it? And so on. These decisions are given over
to children as they make books, and the experience of making so many decisions over time nurtures
compositional development in so many important ways.
- Helps children begin to understand genre, purpose, and audience. A sense of genre gives writers
vision for writing: I’m writing a memoir, an op-ed piece, a movie review. Writers have a sense of
what the writing will be—in terms of genre—when it’s finished. Young children start out with the
broad vision of making picture books, but they soon begin to understand the subtle nuances of
genre—that there are different kinds of writing inside picture books that do different kinds f work in
the world of writing.
- Helps children believe in the future of finished work. Writers are called on to believe in a finished
product that will exist only if they “act and act strategically” (Johnston 2004, 29) to bring it about.
Writers must have the will to go from nothing to something, and with enough experience making
books, children come to have faith in a future of writing that doesn’t yet exist.
* Watch Katie and Matt…Sit Down and Teach Up: Two Master Teachers Reveal Their Thinking as They
Confer with Beginning Writers by Katie Wood Ray and Matt Glover. ($14.99 on iTunes)
http://itunes.apple.com/us/book/watch-katie-matt-.-.-.-sit/id474493808?mt=11

Essential Understandings About What it Means to be a Writer (IDENTITY)
How (and why) has the child decided to
Writers choose topics that are meaningful (or
write this book?
_____________________ find meaning in their assigned topics) and
write for purposeful reasons.
How interested is the child in an
Writing that is made public will be read, and
audience’s response to the book?
writers are often mindful of potential readers
as they compose.
Has the child composed in a way that
Composing often helps writers find new
led him/her to new meaning as he/she
meaning in the process of expressing existing
was writing?
meaning.
Can I see in this book that the child has
Writers often find aspects of composing to
been willing to take compositional
be very challenging.
risks?
As I interact with this child, around this
Over time, writers come to know themselves
book, does it seem she has a sense of
in this particular way (as writers) based on
self as a writer? A sense of history?
their experiences.
Does this child show she/he
Writers are responsible for the words they
understands her/his powerful position
put into the world.
as the author of this book?
Essential Understandings about Process
Is the child intentional about what
Writers are purposeful and engage in a
she/he is representing on the page?
continuous process of decision making as
they compose a text.
Does the child engage in revision while
Writers make changes to clarify meaning,
composing the picture book?
enhance style, make texts more readable,
and so on.
Is there any evidence the child is
Writers think ahead as they compose,
thinking ahead about what she’ll/he’ll
keeping the text as a whole in mind.
write next?
Has the child made any intentional
Writers often use crafting techniques to
crafting decision in the book?
make their texts more engaging for readers.
How long has the child worked on this
Writers must stick to the task of writing to
book? In one sitting? Over time?
see a text through to completion (stamina).
Does the child exhibit a willingness to
Writers must be problem solvers.
solve problems as she/he writes?
Essential Understandings about Texts
Is the child’s book about something?
Writers focus on a topic when they compose
a text.
How has the child organized this book?
The ideas in a text should be organized in
What is the connection between ideas?
logical ways.
When the child reads the book, does it
The language in written texts has been
sound like a book?
crafted in particular ways.
Does the child read the book in
The symbols in texts (words and illustrations)
basically the same way over time?
hold consistent meaning over time.
Is the child making the book in the
Different publishing formats have particular
manner of other picture books
features writers use to make meaning.
he’s/she’s seen?
What does this book show the child
Different kinds of writing in the world serves
understands about genre?
different purposes for different audiences
and have features in common that readers
expect.
How is the child representing meaning
Writers use both illustrations (graphic and
in this book?
layout) and written text to make meaning.

Staying on Topic: What Is Your Book About?

(from Katie Wood Ray & Matt Glover’s Sit Down and Teach Up ebook) – Form 7

Sometimes beginning writers don’t realize each page of a book should be about the same
thing or tell the same story. You will see quite a range of understandings like the ones
described below related to this important composition dimension:
a) The child does not state the topic (e.g., Teacher: “What is your book about?” Child: “I
don’t know.”)
b) The child’s book is on topic, but she doesn’t state the topic. For example, a child’s
book is all about animals, but when asked what the book is about, she doesn’t say or
realize it’s about animals. The writer may simply not be familiar with the question,
“What is your book about?”
c) The child states a topic, but the book isn’t on that topic. For example, the child says his
book is about snakes, but there are no snakes in the book.
d) The child uses the first page as the topic. The child states the topic by telling about the
first page, but the rest of the book isn’t about that. For example, the child says his book
is about snakes, but only the first page is about snakes. The rest of the book is about
other animals or other things.
e) The child makes on-the-spot connections. The child’s book isn’t on a topic, but when
she reads the book to the class she creates a story or makes a list book by connecting
unrelated objects or events from the pictures.
f) The child states the topic by telling about each page. For example, the child says, “This
book is about dogs and my mom and the park and rainbows.”
g) The child uses a very general topic to summarize across pages. For example, when
asked what a book is about, the child thinks for a bit and says, “Everything.” This
shows the child understands the book should be focused on one idea, even if he has
written his book with no specific topic in mind.
h) The child is somewhat on topic. The child states the topic for the book, and some of
the pages are on that topic, but some are not.
i) The child is on topic. Child states the topic of the book and each of the pages are
connected to the topic.

In Pictures and In Words: Teaching Qualities of Good Writing Through Illustration Study (Katie Wood Ray)
1: Crafting with Distance Perspective
Illustrations have distance perspective: a central image may be
pictured far away, close up, or any distance in between.
2: Crafting with positioning Perspective
Illustrations have positioning perspective: a central image may
be pictured from the back, the front, the side, above, or below.
3: Crafting the background
The central image in an illustration may have lots of
background behind it, just a little, or hardly any at all.
4: Showing Two Sides of a physical space An illustration may two sides of a physical space
simultaneously: inside and outside; above an below.
5: Using Scenes to show different actions
Small, separate scenes show different actions.
6: Using scenes to Capture Time Passing
Small, separate scenes can capture what happens over time.
7: Using scenes to show different Places
Small, separate scenes can show movement through places.
8: Using scenes as a list
Small, separate scenes may work like a list, showing lots of
different detail but unconnected by any background
9: Showing not Telling
The text tells something general; the illustrations (often a
series of small, separate scenes) show something very specific
10: Crafting a “Backstory”
Illustrations may have characters and/or action that are never
mentioned in the words.
11: Manipulating Point of View and Effect The content of an illustration may directly contradict what the
words say, usually for humorous effect
12: Seeing through the eyes of a narrator
Illustrations may show the perspective of the narrator, so we
actually see things through his or her eyes
13: Crafting Expression & Gesture
Facial Expressions and gestures are meaningful details
14: Crafting Physical details of characters The physical details of characters - clothing, hairstyles,
adornments – are revealing
15: Revealing Character with background Life and Character are revealed through details in the
Details
background of a scene
16: Crafting Details from the World of
Using details from the natural world brings authenticity to a
Nature
setting
17: Showing the Effects of weather
Details can show the effect of weather on a scene
18: Crafting Details from the World of
Using details from the world of people brings authenticity to a
People
setting
19: Using Authentic, Object-Specific
Object-specific details bring authenticity to objects, both
Details
human-made and natural
20: Creating the Illusion of Motion
Details can create the illusion of motion
21: Creating the Illusion of Sound
Details can create the illusion of sound
22: Using details as an element of Surprise A detail may hold an insiders surprise for the reader
23: Keeping static details consistent
The static details of characters, objects, and places are
consistent across a book
24: Making Seemingly Insignificant
Dynamic Details, even seemingly insignificant ones, may
Details Reappear
reappear in a book
25: Building Meaning from One idea to
Illustrations may be connected so that significant meaning
the next
builds across them, the details I one picture suggesting what
might be pictured in later illustrations
26: Crafting an Ending that returns to the
The Composition of a beginning illustration may be replicated
Lead
as a way of ending the book, usually with some changes
brought about from the meaning of the text.

27: Crafting Artful Repetition
28: Crafting an Ending that pulls multiple
Text Elements together
29: Repeating details of Landscape
30: Using details of light to show the
passage of time
31: Using details of Weather to show the
passage of time
32: Crafting Tone with Color
33: Shifting Tone by shifting color
34: Crafting tone with Background color
35: Crafting Tone with Size
36: Crafting Tone with Physical Space
37: Crafting tone with shape and texture
38: Accentuating or exaggerating features
to impact tone
39: Using whimsical detail to lighten the
tone
40: Designing the placement of words and
pictures
41: Using word layout to convey meaning
42: Using size and color to convey
meaning
43: Designing print to convey meaning
44: Designing a cover
45: Designing end pages to convey
meaning
46: Using Borders
47: Using the space implied outside of a
picture
48: Using visual elements in the white
space around words and pictures
49: Using paper artifacts as visual
elements
50: Using graphic features to show
information

The composition of an illustration may be repeated as a way to
show change
An ending illustration may pull visual elements together from
across the text
A character or object may pass by a landscape going in one
direction, and then again going back in the other direction
Light detail can show the passage of time across a book
Details of landscape charged by weather can show the passage
of time across a book
Color choices impact the tone of a book
A dramatic change in the use of color can represent a shift in
tone
Background color may impact the tone of an illustration
The size of objects in a picture impacts tone
The physical distance between animals, people, and objects
affects tone.
Sharp, pointed lines, edges, and angles evolve a different
response than softer, more rounded lines and edges
Accentuating or exaggerating a particular feature of an animal,
person, or object can affect the tone of a picture
Whimsical detail lightens the tone in illustrations
Words can be placed anywhere on a page in relation to the
illustration
Sometimes the placement of words in relation to the picture
matches a specific meaning in a book
The size and color of print can convey meaning
Print may be designed in particular ways for visual meaningful
effect
Picture book covers are designed in a variety of ways
End pages may be designed to enhance the meaning of the
book
Boxes and borders may be used in the design of a picture book
Pictures may extend into the invisible space beyond the natural
borders of the page
Small, meaningful images may be used as visual elements
apart from the main illustration
An illustration may look as if a paper artifact has been dropped
or pasted into it from the world outside the picture book
Illustrations may include labels, diagrams, charts, maps, and
other visual features designed to show information in
particular ways

Possible Structure of a Writer’s Conference
Adapted from Lucy Calkins, The Conferring Handbook

Research
Observe and interview to understand what the child is trying to do as a writer.
Probe to glean more about the child’s intentions.
Validate
Name what the child has already done as a writer and remind the child to do
this in future writing.
Decide
Weigh whether you want to accept or alter the child’s current plans and
processes. Decide what you will teach and how you will teach it.
Teach
Help the child get started doing what you hope he or she will do. Intervene to lift
the level of what the child is doing.
• Guided practice
• Demonstration
• Explicitly tell and show an example
• Inquiry
Link
Name what the child has done as a writer and remind the child to do this often
in the future.
Record
Make a record of the conference discussion. Tell the child what you are writing
as you restate the lesson in a nutshell.
Sharing
At the end of the writer’s workshop, the teacher gathers all the children
together. The children bring their writing with them. The teacher asks, “What
have you learned about yourself as a writer?” The children share what they
have learned from the minilesson and/or their writing conference and how they
applied it to their writing. They may share parts or all of their writing with the
group or with each other sitting “eye-to-eye, knee-to-knee”. Ralph Fletcher
refers to the minilesson and the sharing time of the writer’s workshop as
bookends. What is taught in the minilesson, and practiced by some children
during independent writing, is once again reinforced at the end of the writer’s
workshop.
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